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Synopsis

Love Letters of Great Men (Volume 2) is a collection of romantic love poems written by leading male historical figures. **Volume 1 plays a key role in the plot of the US movie Sex and the City.** **This Volume 2 includes love poems written by Matthew Arnold, Alfred Austin, Samuel Alfred Beadle, William Blake, Christopher Brennan, Lord Byron, Robert Burns, John Clare, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Henry Constable, William Cowper, Michael Drayton, George Eliot, Thomas Ford, Stephen Foster, Robert Frost, Thomas Frost, Norman Rowland Gale, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Alfred P. Graves, Robert Herrick, Leigh Hunt, Benjamin Jonson, John Keats, Richard Lovelace, Pablo Neruda, Edgar Allen Poe, and William Shakespeare.**
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Customer Reviews

I purchased this on the strength of the first volume alone, however, I am a bit disappointed in it. It's slim, has significantly fewer letters and poems, many of which I have seen in other volumes. While a decent companion if you have few other books such as this, I would opt for other choices if given the chance again.

I think this book is amazing in every way it can be. It shows how much these men cared for their lovers and how devastated they were being apart from them. This book shows Sympathy, Love, Anger, Courage, and Much More. When Matthew Arnold says,"Come to me in my dreams, and thenBy day I shall be well again.For then the nightwill more than payCome, as thou cam'st a thousand times,"All he wants to do is see his lover once more, then he'll be alright.Love Letters of Great Men is a wonderful book because it shows how much love ment t them.
It's not secret, that most people started to buy this book after the movie - Sex and the City, I'm not exception. Thank You for opportunity to read this book. It's Great!

I wish they put as much effort into the quality of this book as the writer's did their words. Font is too large, book design poor. Returned.

It was a Christmas gift for my daughter and she really likes it!

I was not as mesmerized by Vol. 2 as I was by reading Vol. 1.

These are double spaced poems, not letters.

Exactly what I wanted
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